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EFFECTIVE HANDLING
OF DIFFICULT PEOPLE FOR
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Managing difficult subordinates, peers and superiors to get the best team commitment

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT
This program shall identify difficult people
characteristics and provide methodology to handle
them. While some methodologies involve longer term
actions, others may take much shorter time to do.
Participants will be familiar with the terms appreciation,
acceptance, tolerance, compromise, assertive, patient,
perseverance and care.

Who Should Attend This Training?
Personnel who intend to assume the
responsibility of managing people. Positions
may include managers, engineers, executives,
supervisors, leaders, foreman, etc.

OBJECTIVES





To provide concepts of Difficult Subordinates Categorisation
To provide concepts of Multiple Methodology of Handling Difficult Subordinates
To provide concepts of Handling Difficult Superiors and Peers
Expected outcomes - Upon understanding concepts taught, participants shall be more
clear on handling or managing difficult people. Legally, participants will be more
rule/procedure compliant.

OUTLINE
o Module 1: Definition of Difficult
People at Workplace
o Module 2: Handling People with
Negative Personal Attitude Immature Natural Character
Situation
o Module 3: Handling People with
Adversarial View - Immature
Adaptability Situation

o Module 4: Handling People with
Different Culture - Values and
Principles Gaps Situation
o Module 5: Handling Poor Performer Incompetent or Non-committed
Situation
o Module 6: Handling Difficult
Subordinates
o Module 7: Handling Difficult Peers
and Superiors

Good people establish good company, hence, create good product. Difficult
and problematic people on the other hand, break an organisation. It is
therefore the responsibility of every manager, supervisor, leader—those with
subordinates, to ensure necessary steps are taken to ensure full workforce
stability. A good superior must have the necessary skills of handling difficult
people. To date, the capability of handling difficult people is a highly sought
after skill, as not only it enables leaders to create 100% good people in the team,
it is also able to instill a disciplined and high integrity workplace.
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REGISTRATION
(03) 5544 6327
(03) 5544 6764
masrina@sirim.my
norizan@sirim.my

FEES

RM1500/ PAX
*excluding 6% SST

(Discount: 3 or 4 pax - 5% /
5 pax and above - 10%)

